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Foreword: “All players in sustainable development„
In another area, I would also like to point out
the remarkable increase in the number of
members. Today, more than 1,100 importers
and manufacturers rely on the Recupel
system to take care of their take-back
obligation. Whether they have been a part of
the organisation from the beginning or have
joined since, each one has shown their trust
in a collective system. Their membership
justifies the choice of system we have
installed in Belgium.

Willy Quinart,
MANAGING DIRECTOR

Every year, the annual report is an
opportunity to put the actions and results of
the past year into perspective. When I look
back over the past 12 months, I am positively
stunned at the results and proud of our
achievements since the creation of Recupel.
In 2003, we once again see an upward trend
in all domains. If we were to focus on just
one key figure among the results achieved in
2003, it would have to be the one relating to
collection: 4.5 kg of equipment per inhabitant
were collected for recycling. When Recupel
was launched, no-one could have imagined
that we would reach this mark so quickly.
I would like to thank all our partners in the
collection, transport and treatment of waste
on electrical and electronic equipment
(WEEE) for this achievement, as well as all
equipment users who have acquired the
reflex of bringing back their used goods to
the Recupel collection network.

From a financial point of view, we have
focused our efforts on collecting the correct
recycling contribution and on monitoring our
members. Financial management is a top
priority because of its impact on Recupel’s
continued activity. I look serenely to the
future because the choices made in terms of
reserves have allowed us to achieve the
desired balance between expenditure and
receipts.
We are pursuing all the objectives we set
ourselves as regards sustainable
development. Reconciling the three pillars,
consisting of the environment, economy and
society, takes place at several levels. We
work daily on protecting our living
environment by encouraging selective
collection and by actively participating in the
recycling of the collected appliances.
Environmental requirements generate an
economic activity financed by recycling
contributions. The collective system that has
been set up is also justifiable because it
offers a more favourable economic
response. The social dimension has not
been forgotten: Recupel manages the means
available to it in the interest of the whole of
society. I am also referring to the important
social role Recupel plays as regards job
creation in a booming sector, and more
particularly as regards the social economy.

Such results have placed us at the forefront
of the European scene and we are proud to
count ourselves among the leading countries
in Europe. 12 months ago, the European
Union approved the WEEE directive. Today,
the member countries are making every
effort to transpose these prescriptions into
their national legislation. With these two and
half years of experience, our organisation is
frequently approached; we respond
favourably to all requests for information we
receive.
Improvements in our performance in terms
of long-term development are due to the
efforts exerted all year long by a sound
team, and a strong and dynamic
collaboration with our external partners. Our
organisation’s achievements in 2003 deserve
to be highlighted. This also shows that for
Recupel, sustainable development exceeds
words alone. We are all proud to be
participating in this future-oriented project
and, conscious of the importance of our
mission, we will not be stopping there. With
the solid foundations that have been
established since 2001, I am both
enthusiastic and confident about the future
of Recupel.

Willy Quinart,
MANAGING DIRECTOR RECUPEL ASBL
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Recupel, its foundations, its mission, its structure

The legal framework
In Belgium, since 1 July 2001, the
manufacturers and importers of electrical
and electronic appliances have been obliged
to take-back such appliances for recycling.
This legal obligation applies to all appliance
importers and manufacturers active in the
Belgian market. In accordance with the
environmental agreements, the companies
concerned must establish an individual
waste management plan and have it
approved by the authorities in order to
satisfy their obligations. Importers and
manufacturers can also decide to call on an
approved organisation to fulfil their
individual obligations. With this aim in mind,
industry created the non profit making
organisation Recupel in 2001, in consultation
with the relevant public authorities.

Recupel, the collective solution to
the environmental obligation
Since 1 July 2001, companies importing and
producing appliances have had recourse to
a practical solution enabling them to meet
their legal obligations, thanks to Recupel.

The management meeting of the Recupel executive body

Five sectoral management bodies - or
Recupel “sectors” - were established, each
one representing a group of well-defined
products. Recupel AV (consumer
electronics), Recupel ICT (IT,
telecommunications and office equipment)
and Recupel SDA (small domestic electrical
appliances) were created as part of the
professional federation Agoria. The BW-Rec
(large domestic electrical appliances) sector
was created upon the initiative of the
electronics and electrical federation (FEE),
while the Imcobel and Fedagrim federations
initiated the creation of Recupel ET&G,

which groups together electrical tools and
electrical garden equipment. Importers and
manufacturers join one or more of the
management bodies, depending on their
sector of activity.

End 2003, the five sectors together had
1,826 membership agreements with
companies importing and producing
appliances.

THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Members of the Board of Directors
of the Recupel asbl executive
organisation in 2003.
The management body and
professional federation is shown
in brackets.
Roger Erzeel,
CHAIRMAN (BW-REC)
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Yves Dewitte,
VICE-CHAIRMAN
(RECUPEL AV)

Filip Geerts,
VICE-CHAIRMAN
(RECUPEL ICT)

Claudine Stubbe-Cools,
VICE-CHAIRMAN
(RECUPEL SDA)

Peter Tilgenkamp,
VICE-CHAIRMAN
(RECUPEL ET&G)

Recupel, mission and structure

The team of the Recupel executive body

An executive body
serving five sectors

Corporate Governance

The five sectoral management bodies
created the executive body Recupel asbl.
The latter co-ordinates the whole collection,
sorting, transport and recycling process of
used appliances, and ensures
communication on its activities as well as
organising the financing of this process.

End 2003, Recupel asbl took care
of the take-back obligation of
1,134 companies.

Peter Binnemans,
DIRECTOR AND
SECRETARY (FEE)

Philippe Celis,
DIRECTOR
(RECUPEL SDA)

A rigorous management and control
structure was established, better to manage
the daily work of the different bodies. The
five sectoral non profit making organisations
each have their own board of directors,
which decides on the strategic directions for
their sector. The sectoral organisations
convene a general assembly every year in
order to approve the budget and the annual
accounts.
Each sector delegates two representatives
to the Recupel asbl board of directors, while
the professional federations (Agoria and
FEE) are also represented by a director. The
Recupel board of directors convenes at least
one general assembly annually to approve
the budget and the annual accounts among
other things. Finally, the board of directors

René Heinix,
DIRECTOR
(RECUPEL ET&G)

Ronald Spaans,
DIRECTOR
(RECUPEL AV)

Eric Theunis,
DIRECTOR
(RECUPEL ICT)

meets regularly concerning the management
of current affairs and to decide on Recupel’s
future commitments.

A strong team focused
on partners
Today, the Recupel executive body can rely
on the support of a six-member management
meeting plus a team of 25 people. Its
structure, organised around three main
departments (operations, finance and
information & support), allows it to meet the
needs of all the interested parties optimally.

Dirk Van Assche,
DIRECTOR
(BW-REC)

Christian Vanhuffel,
DIRECTOR
(AGORIA)
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1.

Information & Support

1.1. Recupel, supporting its members
Recupel offers to take full responsibility for the legal take-back obligations and
information of its members, i.e., appliance importers and manufacturers: this has been the
main mission of Recupel asbl since its creation. It is focusing on two key areas this year:
increasing the number of members and optimising the lists of products. In 2003, more than
1,100 companies put their trust in the organisation, representing no fewer than 1,826
membership contracts in Recupel’s five sectors. A remarkable development, achieved
thanks to the efficiency of the “Information & Support” department.

A CONSTANTLY-INCREASING NUMBER OF
MEMBERS
The number of importers and manufacturers
affiliated with Recupel has constantly
increased since the creation of the
organisation. This strong upward trend
continued in 2003, both in the number of
members (+36%) and in the amount of
affiliations to the sectoral organisations
(+24%). Note that any company concerned
with the take-back obligation may affiliate
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itself with one or more of the Recupel
sectoral organisations according to the
product range it markets.
The highest increases were noted in the
Recupel ICT and Recupel AV sectors,
with an increase of 38% and 34%
respectively in the membership agreements.
On a global market level, these sectors of
activity are indeed undergoing a remarkable
growth rate.

Information & Support

TOTAL NUMBER OF AFFILIATIONS

TOTAL NUMBER OF MEMBERS
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POSITIVE RESULTS THANKS TO
CONTINUOUS FOLLOW-UP

A BETTER UNDERSTANDING
OF THE LEGAL OBLIGATIONS

These convincing results are not merely a
matter of luck. First and foremost, they are
the fruit of regular contacts that the
organisation maintains with importers and
manufacturers through a variety of
information channels (telephone contact,
mailings, information visits, etc.). The
dynamism of this sector of activity, through
the continued creation of new companies,
also has a certain influence on membership
to the Recupel collective system. Finally, the
follow-up of companies by Recupel, and by
all the supervising authorities, also explains
the increase in affiliations. Furthermore, it is
rare for companies to rescind their Recupel
membership; the only instances of this so far
have been for obvious reasons such as
bankruptcy, a merger or a cessation of
activities.

In general, companies are increasingly wellinformed about their legal obligations and
the functioning of Recupel. The organisation
is increasing steps to inform companies,
whether they are already affiliated or
whether they are just starting out in their
activities of importing, producing or
distributing electrical appliances. For
instance, targeted mail is sent out to new
companies in the sector. Member companies
and their professional federations are
regularly informed by post or e-mail of the
latest updates underway (product lists,
promotional campaigns, …). Personalised
information visits are also carried out
proactively or at the request of members.

Lastly, companies and the public alike
greatly appreciate information tools such as
e-mail and the helpdesk, with its freephone
number. Each month, Recupel answers more
than 600 requests for information over the
phone. Thanks to continuous staff training,
affiliated companies immediately receive a
rapid and accurate response to their queries
(products, membership procedure,
statements, etc.). The most specific
questions are answered in writing following
legal advice. The notion of service and
information is clear in all Recupel’s actions.
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Information & Support

NUMBER OF AFFILIATIONS PER SECTOR

2001

mid-2002

2002

mid-2003

2003

BW-Rec

183

263

281

270

293

Recupel SDA

200

287

306

309

359

Recupel ICT

227

338

402

436

553

Recupel AV

214

308

348

379

465

Recupel ET&G

29

73

138

131

156

Total

853

1,269

1,475

1,525

1,826

UPDATING PRODUCT LISTS
New product lists came into effect on 1 July
2003. The five product lists released in the
past two years include all the electrical and
electronic appliances subject to the takeback obligation, and therefore the recycling
contribution. The various products in each
list are categorised and include a precise
description, as well as the amount of the
recycling contribution. The definition of
criteria allows us to make a distinction
between domestic and professional
appliances.
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Every year, the lists of appliances are
revised. This annual revision requires
constant research and an increasingly
extensive knowledge of the sector. Carried
out over several months, this work is the
subject of a fruitful collaboration at the level
of the sectoral organisations, between the
importers, producers, professional
federations and regional authorities. At the
beginning of 2003, the definitive lists were
sent out to all the members so they could
proceed serenely with the integration of the
modifications as of 1 July.

The aim of this approach is to monitor the
evolution of products on the market in a
better manner. This year, the lists did not
undergo any major structural
transformations. By updating them, we were
able to refine the existing lists. However,
there are plenty of new items at product
level, especially due to the development of
combined appliances and multi-functional
products. For instance, there is the
integration of wine cellars, GPS systems and
game consoles. Finally, the contributions
have not been modified, except in rare
cases, for instance, CRT screens or LCD
projectors.

Information & Support

1.2. Communicating to raise awareness
Recupel is keen to inform all parties concerned as fully as possible about its activities and its
functioning. The organisation is indeed convinced that only repeated communication adapted
to each public will allow us to reap sustainable benefits in terms of a good understanding of
the message and a change in behaviour. We mean communication in the broadest sense
possible; it concerns a very varied public: our organisation informs member companies and
distributors, and the relevant authorities, as well as its collection and recycling partners. It
also includes all parties concerned with communicating to the general public.

LONG-TERM OBJECTIVES WITH RESULTS
ALREADY VISIBLE TODAY
The communication actions carried out in
2003 have allowed us to pursue the
objectives determined in previous years, and
to reinforce the impact of the messages sent
out. The legal obligations associated with
taking back and recycling comprise the core
of all communication. The acceptance of
paying a contribution remains a major
objective to make the public aware of the
problems relating to recycling as soon as
they buy an appliance. Another key area of

communication relates to explaining the
practical methods of selective collection, so
that this becomes a reflex in user behaviour.
Lastly, this year, emphasis was especially
placed on the communication of collection
results achieved by Recupel since its launch.
It was also an opportunity for Recupel to
make an initial assessment and to thank its
numerous partners for its efforts.
In last year’s programme, we would like to
highlight the numerous information mail-outs,
media actions and actions regarding
distribution, our participation in various trade

fairs and local events, as well as the
development of awareness tools. The
positive effects of these actions were
demonstrated in the surveys carried out at
the end of the year.

VARIED TOOLS TO INFORM PEOPLE BETTER
In 2003, Recupel developed a variety of
awareness tools aimed at the general public.
The creation of a brochure was followed by
the launch of an information film, available
on various media (video, CD-Rom and DVD),
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Information & Support

while a multimedia module was designed at
the end of the year. These informative tools
have a common objective: to illustrate the
different facets of the organisation in a
tangible fashion. Recupel’s activities, how it
functions, and collection and recycling are
also presented here in a clear and complete
way. All the tools meet a clear public need
and can be sent to anyone interested upon
request, or distributed during actions in the
field.

public: communication at collection points is
a major source of encouragement for
efficient and quality selective collection.
Local communication also increases the
organisation’s visibility as regards the
general public and allows messages issued
at other levels to be repeated here.
Furthermore, Recupel has responded
favourably to the requests of interested
intermunicipal associations, by providing
them with written and visual material for
their publications and other awareness tools.

RECUPEL IN THE MEDIA
ACTIONS CONTINUE IN DISTRIBUTION
Last summer, readers were able to discover
the new Recupel campaign in about twenty
magazines. With a very eye-catching image
of two children protecting a tree, the
advertisement showed the benefit of
recycling for future generations. The written
message emphasised selective sorting - an
instinct we need to acquire to protect the
environment - and underlined the positive
results obtained thanks to the efforts of all.

COMMUNICATION IS IMPLEMENTED
AT A LOCAL LEVEL
In 2003, Recupel began developing
communication at local level. The efficiency
of new information media for container parks
was tested in partnership with certain
intermunicipal associations in Wallonia and
Flanders. The non profit making organisation
encourages direct information of the general
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This year again, many projects were carried
out to inform retailers. Actions were most
intense mid-year. In May 2003, more than
20,000 copies of an information file including
new product lists were distributed. All the
companies affiliated to Recupel also
benefited from this action. At the same time,
various types of information media (posters,
leaflets, etc.) were made available to shop
owners to put in their sales outlets to inform
their customers and promote collection and
recycling.
In Brussels at the end of the year, a more
targeted action was organised in
collaboration with “Bruxelles-Propreté”. The
aim was to raise greater awareness in the
public and retailers in the Brussels area.
More than 900 shops therefore received a
visit from a representative as well as
information material. At the same time,

around ten stands were present every
weekend in hypermarkets and specialised
shops in the capital.

RECUPEL’S PARTICIPATION IN FAIRS
This year, Recupel was present at two major
exhibitions. The organisation was at the
biggest multimedia fair in Belgium, Media
Planet, held in Brussels in October 2003.
Here, we were able to meet a broad
spectrum of visitors, all passionate about the
latest technology and very attentive to
matters regarding the environment! The 6th
“Best Environnement” fair was held in Liège
in November. This biennial trade show is, in
alternation with Ifest, the place where all
private and institutional players meet with
regard to the environment, energy and clean
technologies. Recupel’s stand highlighted the
different aspects of its activity, and the
recycling process in particular. Both visual
and interactive, the stand also showed a film
and had an activity integrated into an
“interactive refrigerator”, which appealed to
all generations.
Furthermore, Recupel actively participated in
more local events, like the “Fête de
l’Environnement” in Brussels, and provided
local actions with material support. The
presence of Recupel in the field is essential
because it can approach the public directly
and specifically meet with interested parties.

Information & Support

FAMILIARITY WITH THE WEEE COLLECTION POINTS
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A VERY POSITIVE ATTITUDE TOWARDS RECYCLING
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The vast majority of members of the public are favourable not only to WEEE recycling,
but also to financing recycling by charging a fee.

THE WEBSITE,
A COMMUNICATION PLATFORM

RECUPEL’S NAME AWARENESS
CONTINUES TO INCREASE

Surveys have proved that companies and the
public appreciate Recupel’s website and use
it more and more often. A supporter of
interactive communication, the organisation
is keen to offer complete and up-to-date
information on its site. Moreover, the
website and e-mail support all
communication actions by informing visitors
especially of anything new, any promotional
campaigns in progress and the latest press
releases.

For the third time since its creation, Recupel
organised consumer and distributor surveys.
1,200 members of the public and 600 retailers
who sell electrical appliances were
contacted by phone. The contacts were
evenly distributed across the country’s three
Regions. The surveys showed that
awareness of the organisation is
continuously increasing and that the
population is favourable to the recycling of
appliances and Recupel’s approach.
The survey conducted with members of the
public focused on three themes: Recupel’s
expertise and the recycling contribution, the
purpose of the contribution and knowledge

of the WEEE’s collection methods. The
survey revealed positive conclusions:
Belgians increasingly know about the
recycling contribution (89% of people
questioned) and the Recupel organisation
(46%); they are well informed and go to
collection points for used appliances as
indicated in the graph above.
The results from the distributors’ survey
were just as favourable: 98% of retailers
know Recupel and the vast majority are in
favour of recycling (91%). Despite a slight
fall in overall satisfaction as regards service,
everyone was fully satisfied with the
information they received from Recupel.
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2.

Operations: collecting, transport & recycling

2.1. Recupel in the field: from collection to transport
In its three years of activity, Recupel has succeeded in building a solid and efficient collection
structure to recycle all used appliances. All the logistics involved consist in optimally
organising the reception, then sorting and transport of redundant electrical and electronic
appliances to the treatment companies. At the end of 2003, Recupel had a national network of
1,800 active collection points and collected more than 45,000 tonnes of WEEE across the whole
of Belgium. These continuously increasing results are the fruit of a collaboration in the field
with distribution, intermunicipal waste associations and industrial partners.

CONTINUOUS UPWARD TREND
The surveys carried out in 2003 showed that
members of the public are increasingly wellinformed about the possibilities for disposing
of their used appliances. Belgians also make
more use of the facilities available to them,
as the clearly rising collection results show.
The graphs at next page show the
spectacular growth in the tonnage of used
appliances gathered in 2003. 45,037 tonnes
of redundant electrical and electronic
appliances were removed between the
months of January and December. This
therefore represents an average of 3,740
tonnes a month and an average of 4.5 kg a
year per inhabitant. Belgium can be
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delighted with this result because today, it
already meets the objectives set out in the
European directive for 2005.
The 25% increase compared with the
previous year is due to a range of factors.
The number and accessibility of the
collection points has risen, as you will see
further on. And we should also stress the
effects of Recupel’s communication efforts
since 2001. Lastly, it is clear that a wellinformed public encourages a change in
behaviour. For many Belgians, the selective
sorting of used appliances, which is already
done for packaging and batteries, is
gradually becoming an automatic reaction.
That is something of which we can be proud.

COLLECTION NETWORK OPTIMISATION
During the whole of 2003, “optimisation” was
the key word for the logistics department.
First of all, Recupel concentrated on
optimising its collection service. The
collection network created by Recupel relies
on a close partnership with distribution,
intermunicipal waste associations and social
economy undertakings. Thanks to its
logistics service, Recupel organises the
transport of used appliances between the
various collection and recycling points. To
achieve this, Recupel provides specific
recipients (box pallets and containers).

Operations: collecting, transport & recycling

COLLECTING FROM RETAILERS
MONTHLY QUANTITY OF WEEE COLLECTED IN BELGIUM IN 2003 (tonnes)

Recupel collects around 9,300 tonnes of
WEEE (i.e., 21%) from electrical and
electronic appliance retailers. Indeed,
legislation requires sellers to take back used
appliances from their customers free of
charge when they buy a new appliance.
Sellers can then ask Recupel to collect the
appliances free of charge, providing they
have eight collection units (large appliances)
or a full box pallet. Recupel provides the
appropriate receptacles free of charge.
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3,000
2,000
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0

Last year, 2,344 shops collaborated directly
with Recupel for the collection of their used
appliances. This means a further increase of
20% compared with the previous year.
Nevertheless, in the middle of last year,
Recupel decided to rationalise its network
by considering as non-active the collection
points that had not called on its services
during the last six months. This decision,
communicated to all the establishments
concerned, has no major impact on a future
collaboration: registering as a collection
point is in fact free of charge and shops can
always call on Recupel again, providing
certain conditions are respected. The
measure taken has led to greater efficiency
and gives a more accurate image of reality.
At the end of December, 1,812 sales outlets
actively collaborated with Recupel to take
back their WEEE.

Jan.
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March April
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3,416
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3,825
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4,014

4,438

4,316

3,525

3,623

3,631

reimbursed for storage fees generated by
taking back appliances. The agreement
came into force on 1 January 2004, with
payments made retroactively for 2002 and
2003.

COLLECTION AND SORTING
IN CONTAINER PARKS
Recupel works closely with the
municipalities and intermunicipal waste
associations for the removal of used
electrical and electronic appliances. 28,600
tonnes are collected from container parks,
i.e., 63% of Recupel’s total collection. All
Belgium’s container parks are now served
by the organisation, whether directly or
indirectly, via the regional transhipment
stations or thanks to the intervention of
social economy undertakings.

At the end of the year, a major agreement
was signed between Recupel and
distribution, allowing collection points to be

QUANTITY OF WEEE COLLECTED IN BELGIUM (2001 - 2003) (tonnes)

DEVELOPMENT OF REGIONAL
TRANSHIPMENT STATIONS
The development of regional transhipment
stations (RTS) contributes to the optimisation
of the logistics network. It relies on a
quantitive model developed in 2002 by an

DISTRIBUTION OF COLLECTED GOODS PER TYPE

30,000

63%

25,000

Initial sorting is carried out at the container
parks. Following the advice of the park
employees, members of the public
themselves deposit their appliances in the
receptacles provided for this purpose: box
pallets are available for screens and small
appliances, while large appliances - white
goods, on the one hand, and refrigerators
and freezers, on the other - are collected in
special containers or in a specific place.
This initial sorting when appliances are
deposited facilitates the following stages of
the process.

16%

20,000

21%
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Social economy _ 16%
7,200 tonnes
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0
July
to Dec.
2001

January
to June
2002

July
to Dec.
2002

January
to June
2003

July
to Dec.
2003

6,787

13,912

17,799

20,783

24,254

Distribution _ 21%
9,260 tonnes
Container parks _ 63%
28,577 tonnes
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Operations: collecting, transport & recycling

COLLECTION & TRANSPORT: KEY FIGURES

End 2001

End 2002

End 2003

Collection points – container parks

288

379

554

Collection points – used-good centres

27

24

19

(Active) collection points – distribution

1,184

1,964

1,812

Total collection points

1,499

2,367

2,385

Appliances collected (kg/inhabitant)

2 kg

3.6 kg

4.5 kg

93

123

134

Amount of transports per day

external consultancy firm. This model
enables us to carry out logistics simulations
and define the most advantageous financial
options for all parties. It was presented to
the intermunicipal associations and its
parameters were confronted with real data
in the field. The RTSs are central collection
points grouping together the flow of waste
from a geographic zone. Managed by public
or private partners, they are also accessible
to retailers and social economy
undertakings.
In 2003, a period of intense and constructive
negotiation with intermunicipal associations
and their co-ordinating bodies followed the
study phase in 2002. The terms of reference,
drawn up in view of the introduction of the
RTS system, clearly sets out the
collaboration between Recupel and the
intermunicipal waste associations or private
partners, as regards both collection and
transport in the RTS’s zone of activity.
Certain transhipment stations have been
operational since 2002. Definitive
agreements with the various partners should
be finalised in 2004, after acceptance of the
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terms of reference; they will be followed by
the widespread use of the RTS system.
Optimisation of the logistics structure allows
greater efficiency in management and
consequently a reduction in certain removal
and transport costs.

Recupel has also organised special
information days in June to present the
container on site and to elaborate upon its
future vision.

ACTIVE CONTRIBUTION
OF THE SOCIAL ECONOMY
THE QUALITY OF THE NEW RECUPEL
CONTAINER IS CONFIRMED
Over the past two years, Recupel has
developed its own collection unit. Easily
identifiable by the public, it will be
progressively installed in all the country’s
container parks. Thanks to its
communication medium, the container
facilitates selective sorting between the four
WEEE product flow groups. Guaranteeing
safety, it protects the goods against
attempted theft and bad weather conditions.
Recupel containers were tested in several
container parks thanks to a close
collaboration with certain intermunicipal
associations in Wallonia and Flanders.

Social economy undertakings also take part
in WEEE collection, by collecting appliances
from members of the public and retailers, or
by organising the transhipment of appliances
from container parks for certain
intermunicipal companies via the social
economy RTSs. At the end of 2003, there
were about twenty of these companies
located around Belgium. This intervention at
the source allows social economy
undertakings to recycle re-usable
appliances. In accordance with the
agreements, organisations active in re-use
will also have access to the regional
transhipment stations managed by the
intermunicipal associations to recycle
products in good condition.

Operations: collecting, transport & recycling

Recupel then takes back broken appliances
so they can be treated.

MONTHLY DISTRIBUTION OF TRANSPORT PER TYPE OF COLLECTION POINT IN 2003 (trajects)
4,000

3,000

TRANSPORT
2,000

When it comes to transport, Recupel works
with a specialist company. The organisation
is also concerned with optimal
transportation management. The gradual
introduction of transhipment stations will
contribute even more to limiting the amount
of transportation to a minimum.

1,000

0
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178
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141

114

132

161

148

164

158

122

137

IWA

251

243

509

1,521

1,201

1,373

1,649

1,403

1,545

1,456

1,090

1,159

1,192

1,063

992

913

1,063

1,050

1,210

1,074

1,280

1,177

998

1,057

DIST

Two types of circuit have been introduced.
The first one, called a “finely meshed
transport network”, manages the collection
of small quantities of WEEE from retailers.
The finely meshed network also serves
certain container parks. Transport here is
organised either by the intermunicipal
associations themselves, or directly by
Recupel’s specialised partner or by certain
social economy undertakings. The WEEE is
then organised into four specific product
flow groups at the centralised collection
points. Finally, transport in bulk is organised
for big container parks, RTSs and central
collection points from where it is sent
directly to treatment sites. In 2003, Recupel
organised an average of 1,970 transports per
month. 21% was for transport in bulk and
79% for finely meshed transport.

Jan.

FCS: Finely meshed collection stations

IWA: Intermunicipal waste associations

UGC: Used-good centres

DIST: Distribution, retail outlets

In 2003, Recupel went ahead with launching
the procedure for awarding new contracts
for WEEE transport. Following the call for
candidates published in the press in
September 2003, a high number of
companies showed an interest. The
candidates retained must meet the
requirements of the highly rigorous terms of
reference. The renewal of transport
contracts will take place in summer 2004.

IT SUPPORTS ALL LOGISTICS
The efficiency of the collection and transport
system is reinforced by a highly advanced
computer system. Registrations of collection
points and requests for removal mostly take
place via the Recupel website and only a
limited number by fax. Communication with
partners for transport and recycling also
takes place via a computerised system. A
high-performance database supports the
whole structure, providing very precise
reports and constant monitoring.
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2.2. Efficient recycling at a moderate price
After collection, used appliances are sent to Recupel’s partner companies for ecological
treatment. In 2003, Recupel committed itself to the optimal monitoring of the flow and the
quality of recycling, according to conditions that were financially acceptable to industry and
consumers alike. This proved to be successful, since the results nearly met all the
requirements imposed by environmental agreements.

A WELL-ESTABLISHED STRUCTURE
In accordance with the prescriptions of the
environmental policy agreements, treatment
is organised into four major product flow
groups, as soon as the appliances have
been collected: large domestic electrical
appliances (or white goods), cooling and
refrigerating appliances (white goods
containing CFC), television and computer
screens and all the other appliances
including small white and brown products,
ICT equipment, as well as electric tools and
electrical garden equipment.

Recupel calls on companies specialising in
ecological waste treatment. Approved by the
authorities, these companies are chosen on
the basis of strict environmental
requirements. Several companies participate
in recycling and each one is responsible for
two material flows: screens and cooling
appliances, on the one hand, and white
goods and small appliances on the other.
This safety measure ensures that any
possible failure in the system can be met.
The continuity of recycling is thus
permanently guaranteed, reinforcing the
overall reliability of the Recupel structure.

INCREASING RESULTS FOR
THE FOUR PRODUCT FLOW GROUPS
The WEEE quantities collected by Recupel
for recycling reached 45,000 tonnes in 2003.
The proportion represented by each part is
measured when the appliances are
delivered to the treatment sites. Small
appliances represent 32% of the tonnage
collected, followed by white goods (25%).
Screens make up 22% of the appliances
collected and cooling appliances 21%. The
distribution between these four parts does
not differ greatly between the country’s
three Regions.

MANUAL DISMANTLING
PRECEDES CRUSHING
Ecological recycling of used appliances is
organised into two stages: manual
dismantling precedes mechanical crushing.
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DISTRIBUTION OF WEEE COLLECTED IN 4 GROUPS (tonnes)

CF

BW

TVM

OTH

Total

2002

8,077

9,212

8,058

10,528

35,875

2003

9,514

11,117

9,835

14,571

45,037

DISTRIBUTION OF WEEE COLLECTED IN GROUPS IN 2003

32%

21%
CF _ 21%
9,514 tonnes
BW _ 25%
11,117 tonnes
TVM _ 22%
9,835 tonnes

CF: Cooling & freezing appliances
BW: Big white appliances

OTH _ 32%
14,571 tonnes

TVM: Television screens and monitors
OTH: Other appliances

22%

First of all, dangerous and toxic substances,
such as condensers, mercury switches,
batteries, lamps, etc., are manually removed
from appliances. Television and computer
screens, as well as computer equipment,
require specific dismantling. Batteries,
printed circuits, various readers or hard
disks, for example, are extracted from the
computer. Refrigerators and freezers are
dismantled in special plants which allow CFC
gas to be extracted. All pollutants are then
transformed at specialised treatment sites.
Certain products are recycled (oils,
cartridges, etc.), while others are destroyed
(CFC, asbestos, etc.).
Once the pollutants have been removed, the
purified shells of the appliances are crushed.
The materials are separated thanks to a
variety of physical and chemical procedures
(magnetization, eddy currents or flotation).

Recycled ferrous and non-ferrous metals,
plastics and minerals are re-used as raw
materials in new applications.

A SPECIAL COLLABORATION BETWEEN
SOCIAL AND TRADITIONAL ECONOMIES
The recycling activity has resulted in the
development of an interesting partnership
between traditional and social economy.
Numerous Recupel operators call on social
economy undertakings for dismantling work.
Dismantling as an activity has provided
employment for sixty people since 2001. The
professionalism and quality of these subcontractors is acknowledged by all the
partners associated with the recycling of
electrical appliances. The limited cost also
allows for extensive dismantling that would

25%

otherwise be economically unfeasible
without support from the social economy.

MULTIPLE APPLICATIONS
FOR RECYCLED MATERIALS
Recycled materials are used in numerous
applications. Ferrous metals are re-used in
the iron and steel or metallurgic industry to
make new metallic products, such as car
bodies or containers. Non-ferrous metals
(copper, zinc, aluminium, lead), as well as
precious metals, are melted down and
refined. They are then re-used in traditional
applications (cables, electronics
components, etc.).
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After transformation, minerals are also reused as secondary raw materials. Concrete,
metal residues, glass (except from screens)
and other minerals are very finely crushed.
The materials obtained serve in road
construction, in particular. As for the glass
extracted from screens, it is perfect for
manufacturing new cathode ray tubes.
Different sorts of plastics are extracted from
used appliances, especially polyethylene
(PE), polypropylene (PP), polystyrene (PS)
and ABS. The recycled plastics are reduced
into fine particles then cleaned and dried.
Then they are transformed into granules and
re-coloured. After transformation, the
granules are re-used as a base material in
different plastics applications, especially in
furniture manufacturing and in the car
industry (bumpers, etc.).
It is not always possible to recycle materials.
In this case, incineration with energy
recovery is the most interesting method of
recovery. Certain plastics or parts of wood
are recovered as fuel in cement works. Only
one form of residue is still incinerated
without energy recovery or dumped in a
technical landfill site.

RECYCLING* PER GROUP AND PER MATERIAL IN 2003

Group

White goods

Fridges
and
freezers

Screens

Other
appliances

Results
per
material

Legal
objectives**

Ferrous metals

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

95%

Non-ferrous metals

100%

99%

100%

100%

100%

95%

Synthetic materials

47%

41%

70%

79%

62%

20%

Others

43%

18%

84%

31%

60%

Results per group

84%

81%

83%

82%

83%

Legal objectives**

90%

70%

70%

70%

Material

* Recycling = material recovery
** Objectives imposed by the environmental policy agreements

INTENSIFIED FOLLOW-UPS AND
MONITORING IN 2003
Recupel attributes great importance to the
quality of treatment. In 2003, the organisation
actively pursued the follow-up and
monitoring of its recyclers. Audits were
organised during the year. Management
procedures and methods alike were
analysed in a detailed manner, thanks to the
collaboration of an approved inspection
body. The verification of collection data and
results was carried out in a very
constructive manner.
The WEEE transported to treatment sites has
already been sorted into four product flow
groups or parts, in accordance with the
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environmental policy agreements. Thanks to
the analyses carried out when the
appliances are received, the distribution of
appliances between the five Recupel sectors
is also very precisely quantified. The
samples taken in 2003 represented 5% of
total deliveries.
In 2003, Recupel also requested the
certification of its recyclers, with a view to
the continuous improvement of the recycling
process. Two operators obtained the ISO
9001 and 14001 certifications in 2003, while
the two others are currently undergoing
certification. The respect of quality
standards results in greater transparency
and a certain improvement in the results
obtained.

Operations: collecting, transport & recycling

RECOVERY* PER GROUP AND PER MATERIAL IN 2003

Group

CO-OPERATION WITH THE AUTHORITIES

White goods

Fridges
and
freezers

Screens

Other
appliances

Results
per
material

Legal
objectives**

Ferrous metals

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

95%

Non-ferrous metals

100%

99%

100%

100%

100%

95%

Synthetic materials

48%

84%

72%

84%

78%

100%

Others

43%

39%

95%

32%

67%

Results per group

84%

92%

91%

83%

87%

Legal objectives**

90%

70%

70%

70%

Material

* Recovery = material recovery (= recycling) and energy recovery
** Objectives imposed by the environmental policy agreements

RESULTS IN CONFORMITY WITH
EGAL REQUIREMENTS
Thanks to external audits, Recupel is certain
that the dismantling procedures respect the
decontamination standards imposed by
legislation. The organisation knows exactly
the final destination of all the pollutants and
how they are processed.
The environmental agreements impose
objectives regarding recycling and the reuse of materials. For ferrous and non-ferrous
metals, the recycling objective is 95%. For
synthetic materials, it is 20%, with 100%
energy recovery. Furthermore, global
objectives have been established: they are
90% for large appliances and 70% for other

Recupel regularly informs the authorities of
its results. The Regions therefore receive the
formal guarantee that recycling is carried
out in accordance with the processes and
agreements defined. Recupel is proud of the
constructive contacts it maintains with the
regional supervisory bodies.

NEW AGREEMENTS AHEAD

appliances. We would like to point out that
the standards imposed by Belgium exceed
those provided for in the European directive.
In 2003, Recupel nearly met the imposed
criteria, as the tables above show. In total,
21,000 tonnes of ferrous metals and 3,800
tonnes of non-ferrous metals and 4,500
tonnes of synthetic materials were recycled
in 2003, leaving an equivalent amount of raw
materials untouched in their natural
environment. In total, the recycle rate for
appliances is 83%, the valorization rate is
87%.

Just as it did for collection and transport,
Recupel drew up the renewal process for
the recycling contracts in 2003. A call for
candidates was issued in September 2003.
The terms of reference were sent to
companies who showed an interest and who
met the preselection criteria. The final
selection of operators will take place in
spring 2004. The new three-year contracts
will take effect on 1 July 2004.
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3.

Financial management

3.1. Financial management guarantees the system’s future

Since its creation, Recupel has implemented a financial structure that ensures the longterm viability of taking back and recycling used electrical or electronic appliances. The
organisation is pursuing its objective to optimise financial management, whether it is
through improved cost management or through the improvement of monitoring the
statements and the collection of contributions.

CONTRIBUTIONS ENSURE THE LONGTERM FINANCING OF RECYCLING
The collection and recycling structure is
financed by the recycling contribution.
The principle is as follows: the consumer
pays the contribution when buying a new
piece of equipment (i.e., at the beginning
of the product’s life cycle). The
contribution received will serve to ensure
that appliances sold today will be taken
back in the future, at whatever moment
they are returned into the collection
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network. This system guarantees all
appliances are recycled, even if the
manufacturer or importer ceases activity
before the appliance is taken back.
In reality, the recycling contributions
received in 2003 cover more than the
future recycling of the appliances sold
during the year. In fact, the importers and
manufacturers are not only required to
cover the recycling costs for new
appliances, but also to bear the costs
generated by taking back appliances sold

before the system was introduced in July
2001, for which no contribution was paid.
Knowing that the lifetime of certain
appliances is nearly 20 years, it is
essential to integrate the cost of taking
back and recycling “historical waste” in
the amount of the contribution.

Financial management

A FINANCIAL BALANCE
As a non profit making organisation,
Recupel must respect the financial
balance as much as possible by
maintaining the contributions at a level
that is as close as possible to the actual
costs. Everyone agrees to this principle
but its application in practice is actually
quite delicate. In fact, it is necessary to
estimate as precisely as possible both
current and future costs. Remember that
the contributions received cover both the
amount for the current costs (collection,
sorting, transport and recycling) of
appliances already collected, and the
amount for the future recycling of
appliances. This is why Recupel is making
a provision for future costs with part of
the contributions received.
The definition of the amount of the
contributions was the subject of in-depth
preliminary studies three years ago. After
two years in activity, the adequacy of the
contribution in relation to costs continues
to be a priority. Recupel’s members must
be guaranteed an efficient economic
solution, which is the least costly for the
entire company. Studies based on the
appliances’ lifetime and the proportion of
expected returns were carried out in 2002.

These studies show that the level of the
contributions corresponds to the actual
costs for the various sectors, and for each
product category in each sector.
Nevertheless, numerous uncertainties lie
ahead, especially as regards the future
application of the European directive in
August 2005.

A DISTINCT FINANCIAL FLOW
FOR EACH SECTOR
Every month, producers and importers
state the number and type of appliances
they are marketing in Belgium. Each
statement corresponds to a membership
contract; therefore, a statement is
completed for each “Recupel sector”. This
very simple procedure is carried out
manually or electronically. On a basis of
this statement, the Recupel sectors
invoice the members for the amount due.
A perfect distinction of the flow of funds is
therefore ensured for the various sectors.
This very clear division guarantees
traceability of the receipts, on the one
hand, and the definite allocation of the
contributions from a sector to the costs
generated by the ecological treatment of
the products belonging to this sector, on
the other. The contribution paid for an
audiovisual appliance, for example, will
not be allocated to financing the recycling
of a domestic electrical appliance.

At the end of 2003, Recupel started up an
analytical accounting project. This will
allow the organisation to acquire more
information on the distribution and
allocation of operational and structural
costs. Operational costs (collection,
transport and recycling), currently defined
per sector, could be refined for each
product category. The method chosen will
offer greater transparency regarding
costs, and in the mid-term, it will allow an
even better evaluation of the level of the
contribution per product group and the
possible adaptation of the amount of the
contributions requested from the
consumer.

RESULT OF THE DECLARATIONS
In all sectors, companies declared more
than 25 million electrical and electronic
appliances in 2003. This includes
everything from mobile phones to freezers
and electric clippers. These quantities can
be converted into tonnages, by attributing
a theoretical average weight to each
product type. In total, nearly 170,000
tonnes of electrical and electronic
appliances have been marketed in
Belgium this year. This represents an
average of 17 kg of products sold per
inhabitant.
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EVOLUTION OF MARKETED APPLIANCES (2001 - 2003)

Number of appliances declared
(in units, including all sectors)

Conversion in weight
(per inhabitant/year - theoretical average)

2001 (6 months)

9,940,642 units

14.48 kg

2002

21,252,503 units

16.56 kg

2003

25,421,846 units

16.98 kg

One of the main themes in 2003 was the
monitoring of declarations procedure.
Using electronic and telephone reminders,
Recupel encouraged these declarations to
be returned on time and correctly
completed. These efforts were not in vain:
a clear progress in the respect of the
declaration deadlines was noted at the
end of the year. Recupel can be proud
these procedures are respected because
this benefits itself and its member
companies alike.

COMPUTERISED SYSTEMS
TO SIMPLIFY ADMINISTRATIVE TASKS
Since it was launched, Recupel has
always tried to reduce the administrative
formalities for its members to a minimum.
That is why its administrative structure
relies on an advanced computerised
system.
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The website is central to the whole
organisation. The affiliated companies are
encouraged to submit their declarations
electronically, using an identification
number and a password. This rapid and
flexible procedure also helps prevent any
future encoding error. The companies
favour this method of working, as proved
by the increasing number of electronic
declarations in 2003.
A new computerised declaration system
was also developed in 2003. Elaborated
over several months, the computer
application was offered to members in
October for a test period. Recupel wanted
to do everything possible to facilitate its
definitive implementation on 1 January
2004. All members appreciated the
initiative. There are numerous advantages
to the new system: it is very friendly and
allows users to see the history of their
declarations and to have detailed access
to all previous data.

Once again, this confirms Recupel’s desire
to use the most efficient and modern tools
to facilitate the administrative tasks of its
members.

PRIORITY GIVEN TO CONFIDENTIALITY
Confidentiality is key to the way Recupel
functions. The organisation is indeed
conscious that the data it possesses is
strategic to its members. This is why
Recupel promises to treat the statements
it receives as confidential. A secure
system ensures the invoicing of its
members, sector by sector. The
organisation then globalises all the data
for each category, which prevents a piece
of information being linked to a precise
member.

Financial management

Keen to offer its members a better service
and improved efficiency, Recupel planned
the implementation of an internal “black
box” in 2003. To maintain the same
guarantees of confidentiality, the internal
procedures are regularly the subject of
external audits. Planned a long time ago
already, the transition to a “black box”
belonging to Recupel took place on 1
January 2004.

RELIABILITY OF THE DECLARATIONS
GUARANTEED BY THE FOLLOW-UP
OF ITS MEMBERS
Recupel attaches great importance to the
reliability of the financial data it receives. It
must regularly verify the product
declarations against its members’
accounting. Member companies are
required to send an annual summary
declaration. The costly and somewhat
complex administrative side of the
certification procedure was slightly adjusted
in 2003. From now on, members can certify
their annual declaration themselves and no
longer have to call upon the services of an
independent auditor or an external
accountant.
Furthermore, Recupel regularly carries out
control and information visits to companies.
In 2003, regular controls were rigorously
pursued. Recupel set itself the objective of

making visits to members every three years.
The objective established this year has
practically been achieved since more than
300 visits have been made to members.

information, and prevent any form of unfair
competition between the companies. The
percentage of correctly entered statements
is increasing continuously.

The controls are carried out in a
constructive manner and aim to verify the
precision of the declarations and the
application of the Recupel agreements. The
visits are also informative since Recupel
helps the companies to understand the
system and all its subtleties, and helps to
rectify any possible accounting errors in the
statements. Precise accounting controls also
provide more precise and objective
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3.2. Balance sheet Recupel asbl

2003

IN €

2002

ASSETS
Intangible fixed assets

54, 553.03

51,373.38

Tangible fixed assets

140,150.83

121,421.12

Financial fixed assets

781.77

Fixed Assets

606.55
195,485.63

173,401.05

Accounts receivable within one year

6,710, 201.75

7,916,980.87

Cash

9,733,514.90

7,996,294.01

Deferrals and accruals

190,583.64

124, 333.47

Current Assets

16,634, 300.29

16,037, 608.35

TOTAL ASSETS

16,829,785.92

16,211,009.40

LIABILITIES
Accruals for risks and costs

2,701,028.13

Accruals
Accounts payable within one year
Deferrals and accruals

3,156,066.99
2,701,028.13

3,156,066.99

14,128,731.29

13,054, 728.47

26.50

213.94

Current liabilities

14,128,757.79

13,054, 942.41

TOTAL LIABILITIES

16,829,785.92

16,211,009.40

RESULT AS PER 31 DECEMBER 2003
Turnover

22,224 ,190.37

Operating income
Services and others

20,922,795.88
22,224, 190.37

20,922,795.88

21,756, 579.15

17,051,743.67

Remunerations and direct social securities

924, 812.27

623,766.25

Depreciations, provisions

101, 979.12

82,055.04

Accruals for risks and costs

-455,038.86

3,156,066.99

Other operating charges
Operating charges

7,607.49

11, 380.55
22,335, 939.17

20,925, 012.50

OPERATING PROFIT / LOSSES

-111,748.80

-2,216.62

Financial income

116,623.43

30,227.28

4, 781.39

28, 010.66

93.24

0.00

Financial charges
Exceptional charges
PROFIT / LOSS BEFORE TAXES

0.00

0.00

Income taxes

0.00

0.00

RESULT TO BE CARRIED FORWARD

0.00

0.00
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3.3. Sectors’ balance sheet

2003

BW-Rec

Recupel AV

Recupel SDA

Recupel ICT

Recupel ET&G

32,202,888.50
8,026,761.57

28,274,845.12
7,327, 631.14

9,780,006.76
3,689,881.83

10,989,988.38
4,134, 283.43

2,624, 803.96
1,773,335.01

23,772, 410.15

20,552, 281.12

5,731, 464.52

6,496, 420.74

504, 683.89

403,716.78

394, 932.86

358, 660.41

359,284.21

346,785.06

32,202,888.50

28,274,845.12

9,780,006.76

10,989,988.38

2,624,803.96

-486,074.81
-486,074.81

1,434, 311.16
1,434, 311.16

417, 308.68
417, 308.68

1,471,152.45
1,471,152.45

653,041.65
653,041.65

PROVISIONS AND
ACCRUALS
Accruals for
risks and costs

31,621,413.91

26,053,631.03

9,301,875.81

8,634,085.20

1,295,044.97

31,621,413.91

26,053,631.03

9,301,875.81

8,634,085.20

1,295, 044.97

DEBTS
Debts
within one year

1,067, 549.40
1,067, 383.18

786,902.93
786,856.57

60,822.27
60,783.09

884, 750.73
884, 701.85

676,717.34
676,512.91

166.22

46.36

39.18

48.88

204.43

32,202,888.50

28,274,845.12

9,780, 006.76

10,989,988.38

2,624,803.96

Operating income

21,456,908.98

18,342,167.32

6,820,296.94

7,634, 501.49

3,785, 549.92

Operating charges

8,810,304.14

6,419,412.98

2,631,035.15

2,953,584.77

1,591,912.56

Accruals for risks
and costs

13,671, 629.27

11,624,925.72

4,062,586.93

3,422,135.92

536,623.51

OPERATING PROFIT
(LOSSES -)
Financial income

-1,025,024.43

297, 828.62

126,674.86

1,258, 780.80

1,657, 013.85

346,611.69

311,271.01

97, 359.45

91,642.73

1,454.87

Financial charges

7, 466.09

349.94

239.35

1,094.55

9,762.00

PROFIT/LOSS
BEFORE TAXES
Income taxes

-685,878.83

608,749.69

223,794.96

1,349, 328.98

1,648,706.72

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

RESULTS OF THE YEAR

-685,878.83

608,749.69

223,794.96

1,349,328.98

1,648,706.72

RESULT TO BE
CARRIED FORWARD

-685,878.83

608,749.69

223,794.96

1,349,328.98

1,648, 706.72

IN €

ASSETS
CURRENT ASSETS
Accounts receivable
within one year
Cash
Deferrals and accruals
TOTAL
LIABILITIES
CAPITAL AND RESERVES
Results carried forward

Deferrals
TOTAL
PROFIT & LOSS STATEMENT
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Financial management

3.4. Auditors’ report
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4.

Recupel’s role within society

The non profit making organisation Recupel is fully aware of the importance of its mission
towards society and the subsequent interest expressed in it by a broad range of the public. For
this reason, the organisation is attentive to every participant in the system, whether it is
industry, its partners and operators, or public authorities and the community. Recupel shows in
all its actions that it plays a useful and indispensable role in society. It has integrated the
vision of sustainable development, by reconciling the three pillars: the economy, the
environment and society.

RECONCILING ECONOMY
AND ENVIRONMENT
Since its creation, Recupel ensures that it
gives an economic, ecological and sociallyoriented dimension to its activities.
Protecting the environment is an integral
part of the organisation’s mission and leads
directly to a cleaner society. Recupel
respects the very strict environmental
standards the authorities impose on it, as
this annual report has already shown. There
is a clear benefit for the environment. It can
be measured, on the one hand, in the
ecological treatment provided for pollutants
and, on the other, in the recovery of raw

materials, which translates into the
protection of an equivalent amount of
natural resources. Remember that in 2003,
Recupel recycled 21,000 tonnes of ferrous
metals, 3,800 tonnes of non ferrous metals
and 4,500 tonnes of synthetic materials.
Recupel’s objective is also to succeed in its
environmental mission at the most
advantageous price for industry and the
community. It is for this reason that a
collective system was chosen in Belgium.
Moreover, the system is financed uniquely
by the recycling contributions; there is no
recourse to public financing.
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Responsibility to society

SOCIAL VISION

COLLABORATION WITH THE AUTHORITIES

Beyond the economic and environmental
aspects, the collection and recycling
activities also have a major impact on
employment. In this fast-expanding sector,
job creation is truly increasing: thanks to the
introduction of the WEEE take-back system,
nearly 200 new direct jobs have been
created since July 2001. Recupel, the coordinating body, employs nearly 30 full-time
employees. The transport and treatment
activities for used appliances alone have
allowed 175 jobs to be created in three
years.

Although a private organisation, Recupel
fulfils a mission with a far more general
reach. Its objectives were defined by the
environmental agreements that industry
concluded with the regional authorities in
2001. This is why Recupel maintains very
close contacts with the relevant public
bodies that monitor the correct execution of
the legal prescriptions. These public
authorities are the Walloon Waste Office
(OWD), the Brussels Institute for
Environmental Management (BIM) and the
Public Waste Agency of Flanders (OVAM).

Recupel also works in close collaboration
with various organisations and companies
active in the social economy sector. The
introduction of a collection network for used
appliances has had a positive effect on the
development of the re-use sector.
Furthermore, a good number of social
economy undertakings participate in the
dismantling of used appliances at treatment
sites, offering both a social and
environmental added value to the economic
activity of recycling.

Recupel works in close collaboration with
the regional authorities as regards the
reporting of its activities. During regular
meetings, it informs the public bodies about
the most recent collection and recycling
results, company memberships and any
action with an impact on the general public.
Every year, Recupel also provides the
authorities with a full report of its activities,
as stipulated in the environmental policy
agreements.
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Finally, Recupel actively collaborates with
the authorities with a view to all the
companies concerned respecting the legal
obligations. Regular information exchange
between the Regions and Recupel are very
fruitful. On the one hand, it allows Recupel to
integrate new members into its organisation
and, on the other, it facilitates the audits
organised by the public authorities in
companies which do not respect their
obligations. The objective of the auditing
teams set up by the Regions is to draw the
attention of companies who do not satisfy
the legal prescriptions to their obligations
and thus avoid any unfair competition in the
sector. The joint action between Recupel
and the Regions clearly influenced the
increase in membership numbers in 2003.

5.

A European vision

Thanks to Recupel, Belgium is a frontrunner in the European scene as regards the application
of an obligation to take back redundant electrical and electronic equipment. The organisation
has created the WEEE Executing Forum in collaboration with the other European countries
who already have a WEEE take-back and recycling system, namely Austria, Norway, the
Netherlands, Sweden and Switzerland.

BELGIUM PREPARES ITSELF
FOR THE EUROPEAN DIRECTIVE
The European directive relating to the WEEE
(Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment)
take-back obligation was approved on 27
January 2003. It will be transposed into the
legislation of Member States in August 2004
and application of the new standards will take
effect in August 2005.
By organising the Recupel system in July 2001,
Belgium is a step ahead of the corresponding
European directive. Recupel will have to
slightly modify its approach to align itself with
the new legal requirements. The mode of
communication to consumers will have to be
reviewed because the recycling contribution
will eventually be incorporated into the total
price of the product.
The European legislation also imposes different
objectives as regards recycling. In particular, it

provides for a collection result of 4 kg of
appliances per inhabitant per year. Recupel
has already exceeded this threshold in 2003, by
collecting 4.5 kg domestic appliances per year
per inhabitant. Furthermore, it already meets
the recycling standards set for each type of
product and each material flow. The
organisation can therefore be proud of its
results, especially since the directive
integrates more product types in its field of
application (medical equipment, vending
machines, etc.) and extends the take-back
obligation to professional appliances. In
Belgium, Recupel is therefore open to an
extension into other sectors.

THE WEEE EXECUTING FORUM

in 2003. The eight organisations from six
pioneering European countries run operational
and collective take-back systems. They are all
non profit making organisations, which operate
in their country for the industry in question.
Their members exchange information and
experiences with a view to improving the
efficiency of their respective systems. It is
indeed in the interest of the whole of society to
have leading solutions both as regards the
ecological treatment of waste and the
operating costs. All the bodies also wish to
converge their mode of operation and consult
each other on the practical solutions for the
application of the WEEE European directive.
Belgium plays a very active role within this
forum, confirmed by its nomination for the
chairmanship at the end of 2003, for a period of
two years.

The WEEE Executing Forum currently includes
eight executive WEEE collection and recycling
bodies. Composed in an informal manner in
April 2002, the forum made its existence official
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Conclusion of the chairman

>

Conclusion of the chairman: “A serene future„

Roger Erzeel,
CHAIRMAN

As chairman, I am fully satisfied with
Recupel’s results in 2003, both at the level
of its operational activities and in its
administrative and financial follow-up.
Although there are sure to be numerous
challenges in 2004, I am convinced that

Recupel’s proactive approach towards
importers and producers of appliances has
proved itself to be beneficial on all fronts.
The increased number of contacts with
companies in the sector has incited a
remarkable rise in affiliations, while the
monitoring and follow-up of members has
led to a greater respect for the legal
obligations and a greater quality in the
statements. The organisation is also
delighted with the excellent collaboration
with the regional authorities within the
framework of this monitoring. The already
satisfactory financial management will
improve even more in 2004 through the
introduction of an analytical type of
accounting.
Recupel continues to stimulate a lot of
interest in our European neighbours,
following the introduction of the European
regulations. During 2003, our organisation
multiplied its meetings with various private
organisations and companies, with a view to
explaining the Belgian system to them as
regards its financial, administrative and
operational components.

Among the challenges of the future, the big
question remains the integration of the
European directive into national legislation
and the modifications that will be associated
with it. The take-back obligation extends to
professional equipment and to new sectors
that Recupel is ready to accommodate. The
LightRec sector has already confirmed its
participation in the collective system. From 1
July 2004, lighting equipment will be subject
to the take-back obligation and the recycling
contribution. With LightRec, professional
appliances will join the Recupel system for
the first time.
We are very satisfied with our performance
in 2003. But Recupel will not stop there. 2004
already offers the promise of growth at all
levels. There are certainly more challenges
to face, but with the experience it has
already acquired, Recupel will prove it has
the means to take them on.

Recupel will be able to face them thanks to
its internal structure and its strong
partnerships.

This annual report has shown the clear
progression in collection results. In 2003, the
amount of appliances collected already
reached the objective set by the European
directive. As regards logistics, the network
set up by Recupel currently covers the
whole of Belgium. The recent agreements
with distribution and the new contracts
foreseen for 2004 with the intermunicipal
associations and transport and recycling
companies will further improve our current
performance. Consequently, there is no
doubt that we will reach a new record in
2004.
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The Belgian organisation is also very active
within the WEEE Executing Forum, of which
it is one of the founding members. With its
European colleagues, it reflects upon the
implications of new legal standards on the
functioning of its system. Although Belgium
has two and half years of experience, it can
still learn a lot from the other European
countries. This collaboration will certainly
lead to savings and an optimisation of its
activities. The member companies, as well
as the consumer, will benefit on all fronts
from these contacts. Belgium once again
confirms its dynamism in this domain since it
has been chairman of the forum for two
years.

Roger Erzeel,
CHAIRMAN RECUPEL ASBL
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